Lake Street Nursery –Autumn Activity Trail Around Hinksey
Park
This activity trail is designed for children aged approximately 2-6 years. It is
designed to take 1 to 2 hours, with some extra activities you can do once you get
back home.
You will need:
- A print out of this
- A pen or pencil
- A clipboard
- A basket, bag or container for collecting things
- Wax crayons (these is for bark rubbing)
- Several extra sheets of plain paper (these are for bark rubbing)
Tip and advice
- Please don’t disturb any residents in the sections that are near houses
- Be careful when crossing roads and look out for bikes
- You can start anywhere on the trail, and do it in one go or more.

If you enjoy this trail,
please consider
donating to us via our
Local Giving page
using this QR code

1. Start at Lake Street Nursery (OX1 4RP). Find this sign and tick it off.
Can you see what is in the picture of the nursery logo?
Can you find the same picture in two other places near the front
of the nursery?
1.
2.
Can you count how many steps there are leading up to the
nursery?
Now walk back towards the park and stop when you reach the table tennis table.
1. Trees and Leaves
Can you find this tree with three stumps? Tick it off. See if you can climb
between the trunks.
In this area of the park there are lots of different trees and leaves.
Find 3 different trees to try bark rubbing (with your plain paper and wax
crayons).
How many different types of leaf, pine needle and pine cone can you collect
in your container?
Can you find and tick off the leaves in the pictures below?

Now follow the path past the swimming pool on your right towards the small lake.
2. The Small Lake
Can you find this row of trees? Tick them off. Count
how many trees are in this row.
Can you see these different birds on the lake? Tick them
off as you spot them: duck, swan, Cananda geese, gull

Now follow the path around the lake until you reach the information
board. Can you find the small picture of a train on the board?

3. The Bridge
The bridge is a good place to practice ‘trip trapping’ like the
three billy goats gruff.
If you look up to the top of the houses when you are
standing on the bridge, can you see this weathercock,
shaped like a boat?

Retrace your steps but this time follow the path with the stream on your left down towards the car park.
4. Next to the playing fields
Just before you get
to car park, find and
then count these
bollards and bike
racks.
Then you can try
weaving in and out
of them (or ducking
underneath!).
Turn right and follow the path past the line of
big trees. Can you spot these two with
interesting shaped trunks?
This is another good spot to do some bark
rubbing if you enjoyed that before.
Can you spot these two blue triangles in the
distance?

5. The path
Follow the path, as it turns right and then left. There are some interesting doors to look at on the left, and
you might get a peak into the nursery garden on the right and spot some toys.
At the end of the path, look up at the telegraph pole. Talk about what’s it’s for. Do you know any of the
letters or numbers that are carved into it? What do you think they might be for?

6. Lake Street
Turn left by the telegraph pole.

Can you find these three blue doors in a row?
This is a good opportunity to see how many different coloured
cars you can spot
White car
Red car
Grey car
Blue car

There are some unusual door knockers at numbers 50 and 52
can you see what they are? NB: please do NOT use these
knockers or leave the public pavement while spotting them.
7. Gordon Street and Stewart Street.
Cross Lake Street and turn right down Gordon Street. Can you count the garages on the left?
Then turn right into Stewart Street and head for the alley.
Just before you reach the alley, can you spot this weathercock?
At the end of the alley, turn left into Vicarage Lane.

8. Vicarage Lane
Can you spot this beautiful stained glass
light outside a house on the left at the
start of the road?
And this funny little face, hiding behind
a telegraph pole on the right, about half
way down the road?

9. The School and Church
At the end of Vicarage Lane, you will pass the school on your left. What can you see in the playground? Can
you spot some rainbow benches?
Then turn right and go to the end of Vicarage Road, then into the
churchyard and turn left. There are often some good puddles to splash in
here.
Can you spot this weathercock on top of the church?
Leave the churchyard through the little gate then turn immediately right
and follow the bike and footpath straight ahead, until you turn the
corner.
10. The Path near the Lake
The grass between the path and the lake is a great spot for stick collecting. See if you can collect a variety
of sticks:
One bigger than your foot and one smaller
One straight and one that isn’t straight
One that is fatter than your finger and one that is thinner that your finger
One that has rough bark and one that has smooth bark
Choose your favourites to take home (there is a suggested activity to do at home with your stick
collection!)
There is a little path down to a landing by the lake. This is a nice place to
stand and spot birds flying in the sky. You could time a minute and see
how many birds you can see flying overhead.
Carry on along the path. Can you spot this weathercock on a house on the
right? Which has been your favourite weathercock that you’ve seen
today?

11. Lake Street and the Community Centre.
At the end of the path, turn right into Lake Street.
Can you spot this sign of a bike painted onto the road? How many other
bike signs and symbols can you spot nearby?
This is a good place for bike spotting and talking about which bikes you
like best.
Then turn left past the doctors, next to the community centre.
Can you spot these different types of windows as you look up at the
community centre? What about a window that has been bricked up? Talk
about the different shapes you can see – do you know the names for
them all?

12. The Lake
Once you have passed the community centre, enter the park and then
turn left immediately.
Can you spot this old pipe? It dates back to when the community centre
used to be a waterworks.
This is a good spot for watching trains go past.
This is the end of the trail. Once you are back home, here are some activities to try. We’d love you to
take pictures and send them to us at office@lakestreetnursery.org.uk and we will display the best ones on
our website and facebook page.
1. Leaves. Back home, you could try leaf rubbing. Then you could make a collage with the different
leaves you collected. Or you could try floating your leaves in a bowl of water and seeing what
happens.
2. Stick collection. You could make your sticks into something else: a wand, a fishing rod, a mobile, a
hobby horse, or decorate them as people. Find a nice place in your garden or a container in your
house for the stick collection to live.
3. Bark rubbings. If you did a few different bark rubbings, cut them up and use them for a collage or
picture.
If you enjoyed this trail, remember you can donate to support our nursery using the QR code at the start,
or at localgiving.org/charity/lake-street-nursery-and-pre-school-cio/project/activity-trail

